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THE QUESTION

When it became known fifteen years ago that Mrs. Frank Leslie, famous woman publisher, had willed
the bulk of her estate to Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt, famous woman suffragist, to be used for the
promotion of the cause of woman suffrage, the first question that interested the public was, How
much did Mrs. Leslie leave?

The net inventoried value of the estate was $1,737,477.70. When income and increase, up to the
date of the final accounting by the executors eight years later, were added, the total amount of Mrs.
Leslie's fortune was $2,086,359.62.

The second question that has interested the public is, How much of that fortune did Mrs. Catt get for
suffrage?

The answer is $977,875.02.
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Inevitably a third and a fourth question arise. What did she do with it and what became of the million
that she did not get?

The report here presented attempts to answer those questions by following the Leslie estate
through eight years of legal history. It shows what went to beneficiaries, as designated by the will,
and records a curious tale of claims and contests with dubious foundation, which made huge
inroads into the estate.

8

It shows how a fortune may be scaled down through depreciation, taxation, and enormous
expenses, charged to administration. It shows the lengths to which claimants will go in attacking the
reputation of the dead. It records the many suits, judgments and appeals involved in the settlement
of the Leslie estate. It sets forth what the next of kin got, what the lawyers got, what the executors
got, and, finally, what Mrs. Catt did with the portion that came to her.

For suffragists it will serve as a recognition of their interest in the proper disposition of the fund left
by Mrs. Leslie to further the suffrage cause, and as an official report of Mrs. Catt's stewardship of
that fund.

A brief sketch of Mrs. Leslie's family background and personal achievements is included as of
explanatory value to the record.

9

FRANK LESLIE

I never had any childhood, for the word means sunshine and freedom from care. I had a starved and
pinched little childhood, as far as love and merriment go.”

So “Frank Leslie” characterized her own childhood.

Born in New Orleans in 1836, she was the offspring of one Charles Follin and one Susan Danforth
Follin. They named her Miriam Florence Follin, and she was not much more than named before she
showed that she was not going to stop with the starved and pinched. From the beginning she meant
to make something out of herself. From the beginning she fixed her ambition on personal success.

Her father, a Southerner of French birth, seems to have had much to do with it. He urged her on,
he encouraged, he admonished. Writing to the ten-year-old girl one Christmas day in the “forties”
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he blithely promises her “eminent success” if she will resolutely apply herself to the study of French,
Latin, German, and Spanish,—“to say nothing of the real happiness it will afford me to find you
capable of occupying that stand which it will, especially under such circumstances, be my pride to
place you in.”

He was a good promiser, that debonair French-Southerner 10 who was her father. Business failure
and legal judgments pursued him but he kept on promising. His once large commission business
had failed before his daughter was born. He tried other things, and failed in them, too. The New
Orleans household broke up. While his daughter and her mother were in Cincinnati or in New York,
he was in the South a good deal. His family lived in the South. His father, a Frenchman who had
come to America with some means, was dead, but his French mother, Melanie Noël Follin, lived in
Mobile, Alabama, as a woman of wealth. He had a brother and sister in Mobile, a brother in Central
America, and a doctor brother who lived in New York. Mme. Melanie Noël Follin kept the family as
closely knit as possible, and there was a constant interchange of letters. Among these letters were
some that demonstrated that she took especial delight in the prowess of her little granddaughter,
Miriam Florence, who could write a charming letter in French. “I can only congratulate you, my dear
little girl, on the progress of your style and writing,” wrote the proud grandmother.

Charles Follin had been married at least once before he married Susan Danforth. In 1830 he had
married Mrs. Caroline C. Trescott, who had died in 1833, leaving a baby son named Ormond W.
Follin. This child, the half brother of Miriam Florence, lived for the most part with maternal relatives
in the South, but there was a time when he was a member of the Follin household in New Orleans.
For there is a letter extant in which, a young man by then, he tells of going back to New Orleans and
seeing “the old house we used to live in,” and the balcony, “on which we passed so many pleasant
evenings,”—a rusty and tottering 11 old balcony it had become in 1852 when this letter was written.
It all looked sad and cheerless to him and he missed, he said, the gay voice of the small sister who
had once been there to greet him. “Father was with me and seemed to regret that all had passed
away like a dream ... How does Ma get along? I would be very happy if she had enough to release her
from her troubles and support her in comfort. She must feel quite rejoiced to think that Noël again
has something to do.”

“Noël” is a name that occurs again and again in the letters exchanged between members of the Follin
family. He, too, was a son of Charles Follin and a member of the Follin household as established by
Susan Danforth Follin, both in Cincinnati and in New York. His full name was Augustus Noël Follin
and as he was old enough to marry in 1847, he could not have been born of any marriage of Charles
Follin's subsequent to 1833, when Mrs. Catherine Trescott Follin had died. He loved Susan Danforth
Follin with an intense filial devotion and if she was not his mother his whole-souled commitment to
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her is about the best tribute a stepmother ever had. The question of who really was the mother of
Noël Follin was to arise later to plague the executors and beneficiaries of a famous will, but there
seems to have been no question as to his place in the family annals and affection in those earlier
days. He was on much more intimate terms with Susan Danforth Follin and her daughter Miriam
than was Ormond W. Follin, the half brother in the South. In the early fifties he left wife and children
in Cincinnati and went to California to try to make his fortune.

A letter that he wrote to his sister Miriam in February, 12 1855, testifies to his love for Susan
Danforth Follin. “Say to mother that my heart is with her morning, noon and night, and that in all
places, under any circumstances, her dear memory is all in all to me; oh, she has been to me a true
mother! No person ever had, ever could have, a better, or one that can be loved more than her
absent son loves her; bid her be of good cheer; there is a future. I must and will have her near me.”

In the summer of 1855 there was another letter from Noël Follin. He had met, in California, the
famous actress, Lola Montez, former mistress of old King Ludwig of Bavaria. He was, at the very
moment of writing, embarking with her, as her business manager, on a trip around the world ... “The
bell rings. God bless you. How lonely is my heart! ... God bless you—Noël.”

Across this faded letter is written in “Frank Leslie's” handwriting, “Last letter from Brother.” For Noël
Follin never returned from that outward bound voyage. The story that came back was that he was
lost at sea.

Susan Danforth Follin, bereft of the male members of her family—Noël in the West, Ormond in the
South, her husband beating back and forth ineffectually between New York and the South, none
of them shining lights as money makers—seems to have done what she could to make both ends
meet by keeping boarders. In a letter written to his daughter in New York in the late fifties, Charles
Follin says, more or less comfortingly, “It is useless to worry about the gentlemen's leaving, it can't be
helped, besides what at first appears for the worst is not unfrequently for the best and surely to fret
won't mend it.”

Meantime Miriam Florence Follin had become a young 13 woman of remarkable beauty. Mr. Jos I.
C. Clarke thus described her as she appeared in her radiant youth: “Her eyes were large lustrous
orbs of soft gray, her hair was a waving mass of coppery gold, her skin was delicately fine, her neck,
bosom and shoulders were exquisitely modeled, her form was sinuous in movement; she talked
well, her smile was infectious and her address most ingratiating.”

On the 27th day of March, 1854, seventeen-year-old Miriam Florence Follin was married to twenty-
seven-year old David C. Peacock. The young man was made to marry the girl by the girl's mother.
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It was set down in the old-time “Judgment Roll” to be used against “Frank Leslie” years later. But
subsequent revelations to impugn the reputation of Mrs. Leslie when alive and blacken her memory,
when dead, revealed nothing so clearly as that the fine and able woman inherent in a precocious
girl need not be sacrificed to the impetuosity of youth if the girl's mother will take the helm. That
was what Susan Danforth Follin, young Miriam Follin's mother, did. Under the threat of arrest for
seduction of a minor she had the young man marry the girl, then dismissed him from the picture for
all time. The girl's life was not wrecked. Two years later the marriage was annulled.

But Miriam Follin had begun to quest happiness through romance and by the time she was twenty-
one she married again. This time she married a much older man, Ephraim G. Squier, an archæologist
of note and a man of means. Later, she was to call marriage a great risk, a perilous adventure.
—“Expect nothing at all and accept as a joyful surprise whatever good you find in matrimony.”
Still, she could not keep out of it. Mr. Squier lost money and became 14 associated with the Leslie
publications of that era as editor. His young wife became fashion editor for the then famous Leslie's
Weekly. After sixteen years of married life, they were divorced. A year or two later she married
Mr. Frank Leslie, head of the extensive publication business that bore his name. She was to marry
still again, but she was to say of her marriage to Mr. Leslie that it was her one happy matrimonial
experience.

“After her marriage to Frank Leslie, she and Mr. Leslie spent their summers at Saratoga Lake. Both
were fond of social intercourse and were constantly entertaining visitors at their Saratoga cottage.
She was a woman of great beauty and unusual charm of manner.”

So said Mr. Louis H. Cramer, who knew her in the seventies.

They entertained lavishly and traveled extensively. It was the habit of Mrs. Leslie to turn her travel
experiences and observations into capital for the Leslie publications. She wrote divertingly and with
literary facility. Moreover, she had the essential gift of being able to meet the public on its down
level of literary appreciation. Her writing abilities must have been of enormous value to the Leslie
publications. Mr. Leslie was one of the first publishers to go after “the great public.” He needed for
his publications the simple and direct contribution that the “average reader” would appreciate. Mrs.
Leslie could make that kind of contribution. She wrote on popular human questions, about everyday
things, about travel, about love, and the problems that arise in the relations of men and women.

Mr. Frank Leslie died in 1880, leaving all he had to his wife, Miriam Follin Leslie. What he had was
debts. 15 His business was in the hands of a receiver, but he had made an agreement with his
creditors whereby he hoped that something would be saved from the wreck of what had been
a considerable fortune. In his will de made no mention of his sons by a former marriage. And in
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the will he decreed that his wife should take his place in conducting the business of the various
publications which he had established,—“and in the establishment of which she has so largely
contributed.” Particularly, he specified his name and trademark as a property which he wanted to
go to her. There had been some piracy of that name. To clinch the matter she had her own name
changed to “Frank Leslie” by law, and Miriam Florence Follin Leslie ceased to be.

Frank Leslie, the man, had been an artist and engraver, as well as a publisher, and to him is due
a vast advance in the art of magazine and newspaper illustration. But his passion for illustrated
weeklies made him over-extend his resources. Mrs. Leslie said of him, “He would rather have twenty
weeklies with one thousand circulation each than one weekly with twenty thousand circulation.
When he came down to breakfast of a morning, my heart always stood still for I never knew when he
was going to announce another weekly.”

Although at his death, his business was in such a bad way that he could leave little but obligations
and the hope of beginning over to his wife, his will was contested by his sons. They attempted to
prove that, by oral agreement with his wife, Mr. Leslie had left two-thirds of his estate to his sons
and that she had failed to fulfill her part of the agreement. The contest was made by Frank Leslie
2nd, 16 one of the sons, Alfred A. Leslie, another son, and by Lonetta Leslie, minor daughter of
a deceased son, who appeared by guardian. The testimony revealed that litigation of a serious
character had been pending between the father and the son, Frank, and that there had been a
controversy between the father and Alfred, growing out of the use by the latter of the name of Leslie
in connection with publications for which Alfred Leslie was responsible.

The result of the contest between Mrs. Leslie and her stepsons was a complete victory for her in the
courts, but the sons never ceased to begrudge the victory to her in their lifetime and at their death
left the tradition of their claims to their own posterity.

After settling with the creditors in 1881, Mrs. Leslie's receiver was able to turn over to her only
nineteen thousand dollars. Through the goodness of heart of a Mrs. Thomas K. Smith of Brooklyn,
a wealthy woman, fifty thousand dollars had been advanced to secure the settlement with the
creditors; a debt of honor, to be paid off on the installment plan, but the whole sum was paid off
before the first installment was due. The assigns's bullet that ended the life of President Garfield
renewed the life of “Leslie's.” Mrs. Leslie worked her artists and herself day and night and during the
week after the assassination published three huge editions of the “Weekly.”

At about this time she was the subject of a newspaper interview and the interviewer, writing in 1882,
sketched her portrait and personality as follows:
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“Yesterday I met Mrs. Frank Leslie on her way from Saratoga to New York, which she visits each
week to direct the policy and management of the thirteen illustrated periodicals 17 that issue from
her immense establishment. She is a thorough woman of business, delegates as little as possible
of her work and is in her office by nine o'clock when in the city. When I congratulated her on her
splendid success, she said, ‘It was not so easy to obey when my husband told me to go down and
rescue the business, pay the creditors and manage the establishment. The whole concern was in
the hands of a receiver. The creditors were clamorous and naturally they didn't want a woman to
have the management.’—But you seem to have justified Mr. Leslie's confidence in yourself.—‘Well,
at least, the business was never so successful as now, I have just footed up the books for this year—
my first—and find that the establishment has made $60,000 more in clear profit than it ever made
in a year before under my management.’ ... Mrs. Leslie still wears deep mourning and has secluded
herself from society since her husband's death, two years ago, scarcely seeing any one, although she
possesses brilliant social qualities and many friends.”

She went on to great business success. She made money and she mad friends. She was beautiful.
She was popular.

In the early nineties, her publications being highly successful, she leased them to a syndicate and
went abroad.

Testifying about her as she was in her prime, Mr. William Nelson Crowell, a friend and one of the
executors of her will, said,

“Her complexion was fair, eyes distinctly bluish, hair light in color, straight and lengthy. She was
extremely attractive both in person and mind. Her manner was charming, refined, cultivated
and magnetic. Her friends and acquaintances numbered thousands, for she was not only an 18
authoress of many literary productions and some books, but she conducted the Leslie publications
and was also a social figure of activity and prominence in the literary, dramatic and artistic circles.
Through the worldwide circulation of her various publications, by her constant association with
literati, by her own literary works and by her constant appearances before the public eye, he was
probably the most talked of and most photographed woman in America. She was also well known
and highly appreciated in Europe, South America and Spain where she had traveled. She spoke
several languages, and possessed more than usual mental attainments. She lived in the light of
publicity and her person and her photographs were known the world over. Few women were ever so
well known.”
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She was much entertained during this period of her life—and much bored. Her mind was a superior
mind and the mental inanity of society left her yawning. She married again, this time marrying
William Kingsbury Wilde, brother of Oscar Wilde, but it was an impossible marriage and she divorced
him shortly.

Difficulties developed for the Frank Leslie publications under the syndicate management and for a
time she had again to take the helm for her business. Again she put it on a paying basis. But in 1902
she severed all connection with it, even giving up the name of “Frank Leslie.” Thereafter she was
known as the Baroness de Bazus, a name and title to which she laid claim by right of some of her
Huguenot ancestors.

She had a stroke in 1902. She recovered, but her body was weakened. As she came and went
between America and Europe, she sought the answer to life's riddle. If for 19 her there was to be
no answer, she must at least decide what to do with her money. Was not there some way in which
it could be made to help others? What good could she do with it? Her mind lingered long on this
question. Her wills show it. She thought of endowing a home for struggling women artists. She
thought of leaving everything to the Women's Press Club for the benefit of the writing women. She
thought and thought. Why not center on woman suffrage as her future beneficiary? As early as 1911
she had so centered.

Even in 1911, it was no new thing for Mrs. Leslie to be interested in woman suffrage. In a letter,
written on the stationery of “Frank Leslie's Publishing House, Mrs. Frank Leslie Proprietor, 53-55-57
Park Place, New York,” and dated October 9, 1888, Mrs. Leslie, writing to Susan B. Anthony, says, “I
enclose a little contribution.” In 1901, she contributed one hundred dollars to the general fund of
the National American Woman Suffrage Association and made herself a life member by the payment
of another fifty dollars. At this time Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt was the president of the Association.
In June 1904 the International Woman Suffrage Alliance was formed in Berlin with Mrs. Catt as
president. Mrs. Leslie became a member of the Alliance and so continued up to the time of her
death. In 1910 the Woman Suffrage Party of New York city having been organized, she contribute
one hundred dollars to Mrs. Catt, “to benefit the cause to which, like Susan B. Anthony, you are
devoting your life.”

In a letter written to Mrs. Catt, “January 26,” no year given, but found in file of 1910-1911, and
probably written in the latter year, Mrs. Leslie says, “Do what you think 20 best with this little check
that In enclose.” She says, too, in this same letter, “I am with you heart and soul in the great cause to
which you are devoting all your energy and your life.”
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Writing again to Mrs. Catt on November 22, 1913, she says, “when I come to die you will find that, like
yourself, I am interested in woman's advancement.” Twice in her lifetime she told Mrs. Catt that she
meant to remember the suffrage cause in her will. What seems to have been her last contribution of
all to suffrage, during her lifetime, was made on March 10, 1914.

See her next, and last, a disillusioned septuagenarian, facing that last bogie of the aged and rich,
—“They are only after my money, they are nothing for me.” Trying to protect herself the incessant
demands made upon her large fortune, pretending it wasn't so larger ... “They come at me swarms.
Why, if I bought just the tickets I am asked to buy, it would foot up fifty dollars a day ... People want
me to put ten thousand dollars in this, back them for twenty thousand for that,—I tell them Mr.
Cramer is may manager. It is as easy a way as any to get out of it.”

May 22, 1914, she made her last will. She did not change the residuary legatee from the one
mentioned in the 1911 will, but she made some minor changes. The last three years of her life had
given her ample opportunity to tidy up her arrangements for her fortune. She knew exactly what she
wanted done with the money, down to the last dollar and the last bracelet. She knew exactly whom
she wanted to remember and how much she wanted each one to have. She had it all set down put to
rights legally 21 by one of the ablest legal firms in New York City. She was insistent that it should be
set down so explicitly that her wishes would have to be respected. She supposed that it was her right
to do what she would with her own. She supposed that if she didn't want any given person to have
any of her property, that person would not get any of it. She supposed that if she wanted some given
person to have just so much of her property, that person would get just that much. She signed her
will. Later she had an interview with her lawyer in which she begged him to see that her wishes were
respected.

The papers of September 19, 1914, carried the news of the passing of “Frank Leslie.”

About a fortnight later it was noised about through the press that Mrs. Leslie had left quite a little
fortune—some of the guessers guessed that it might be as much as $200,000.

If was whispered among those who had known her that she had made a few minor bequests and
had withheld all the residue for the advancement of the cause of woman suffrage. Later still, it was
known that she had left the residue to a single legatee. “But.” said she in her will, “this expression
of my wish and expectation is not to be taken as creating any trust or as limiting or affecting the
character of the gift to her which I intend to be absolute and unrestricted.”

The single legatee in whom this unbounded confidence was reposed was Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt.
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In choosing Mrs. Catt as the person to carry out her wishes for the use of her residuary estate, Mrs.
Leslie selected one who was in the forefront of the suffrage movement, 22 a dauntless defender and
zealous promoter of the cause.

Mrs. Catt's official connection with the suffrage movement began in 1889 when she was elected
recording secretary of the Iowa Woman Suffrage Association. From that date until the dissolution of
the Leslie Woman Suffrage Commission, which she organized to administer the Leslie fund, there
was never a time in the forty-year interim when she did not hold responsible administrative office
in the movement. In 1890 she was a delegate to the convention at which two national suffrage
organizations merged into one, the National American Woman Suffrage Association. In 1895 she
became a member of the National board, as chairman of the organization and campaign committee.
That year she established a national headquarters in New York and it grew rapidly in importance
during the ensuing nine years that she was its manager. In 1900 she was elected president of the
national suffrage association. In 1902 she called an international conference at Washington out of
which there developed, in 1904, in Berlin, a worldwide organization for suffrage, the International
Woman Suffrage Alliance, whose president she was for the next twenty years. In 1904 she suffered
a breakdown and retired from the national presidency, being succeeded by Dr. Anna Howard Shaw.
She did not, however, sever her connection with the international suffrage movement and by 1910
was again active in the local movement, her activity resulting in the organization of the Woman
Suffrage Party of New York City. In 1914 she became the chairman of the Empire State Campaign
Committee, formed of the heads of the suffrage associations 23 in New York to lead the campaign
for suffrage scheduled for 1915 in that state. Late in 1915 she was again elected president of the
national body, succeeding Dr. Shaw, and not only remained in that position until suffrage was won
but continues to hold it until this day, as the association has not been dissolved.

During her forty years of continuous office-holding she received no salary from any source at any
time.

It is a record that makes Mrs. Leslie's choice of residuary legatee easily comprehensible.

It was several days after Mrs. Leslie's death before Mrs. Catt was informed that the event carried any
particular significance to her. Then one evening in late September a lawyer telephoned to ask if he
might call personally on business of special importance to her. He wanted to come next morning
on his way to his office. He said his name was Cromwell and that he was of the firm of Sullivan] and
Cromwell. He did not add that his firm was about the best known legal firm in the land. Very likely, he
supposed she knew it. But she didn't. And she spent some sleepless hours wondering what on earth
a lawyer named Cromwell might want of her.
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At nine o'clock next morning the operator at Two West Eighty-sixth Street, where she had her
apartment, announced, “Mr, William Nelson Cromwell.”

It did not take Mr. Cromwell long to make her acquainted with the business that was important to
her. Mrs. Frank Leslie's will had, it appeared, been drawn up by him. He himself was named as one of
the executors.

Mr. Cromwell was not abe to tell her the amount that 24 Mrs. Leslie left. It was something that only
the other executor knew.

The other executor was Mr. Louis H. Cramer, of Saratoga. He has been Mrs. Leslie's business
manager. He was not mentioned in the will save as executor. He was not pleased with the situation
and he did not want to serve as executor. As all Mrs. Leslie's property was in his hands and as he,
only, knew its range and detail, Mr. Cromwell regarded it as important that Mr. Cramer be persuaded
to change his mind about serving.

There was not much more that Mr. Cromwell could tell. He was gone presently, leaving Mrs. Catt
weighted with the prescience that there was trouble ahead. She had been made the residuary
legatee in a will for an amount that she didn't know. One of the will's executors, the one that
did know, the one who had everything in his hands, was hostile to the will. Moreover, her own
acquaintance with Mrs. Leslie had been so superficial that she had no information as to the
immediate circle of friends and relatives who, like the executor, might be displeased by the will.

It was not a promising outlook, the amount might be too small to be of much avail even if she got it,
there would be expenses to pay, and all her own resources were being drained dry by the impending
campaign for woman suffrage in New York state. But a trust had been reposed in her. She must do
the best she could to fulfill it. She called in a lawyer, and before night she had made a codicil to her
own will whereby her interest in the Leslie estate was passed on to a commission of women in the
25 event of her own death. She persuaded the lawyer also to take the case for suffrage, his pay to be
on a when-and-if-and-what basis—when and if and what the estate netted the suffrage cause.

26

FRANK LESLIE'S WILL

I Frank Leslie, of the City of New York, having changed my name of Miriam Florence Leslie, in
pursuance of a request of my late husband, Frank Leslie, expressed to me frequently before his
death, and which change was allowed and sanctioned by an order of the Court of Common Pleas for
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the City and County of New York,entered of record the 30th day of June,1881, Baroness de Bazus,
being of sound and disposing mind and memory, but mindful of the uncertainty of life, do make,
publish and declared this to be my last Will and Testament as follows:”

Thereupon, she directed that all her debts be paid, and bequeathed to her executors, as trustees, a
fund of fifty thousand dollars, whose income was to be paid to her niece, Mrs. Carrie H. Wrenn, so
long as the niece should live, “and upon the death of my said niece, I do direct the said sum to fall
into, form part of and pass with my residuary estate hereinafter devised and bequeathed.” There
then followed specific gifts of furniture, books, works of art, household property, etc., to the same
legatee. Also a sapphire brooch and earrings to match, together with a third of all laces, clothes and
furs.

27

She created another trust fund of five thousand dollars, the income from which was to be paid to
Thomas A. Wrenn, the husband of Mrs. Carrie H. Wrenn, during his life time, and upon his death, “I
direct that she said sum shall fall into, form a part of and pass with my residuary estate, hereinafter
given and bequeathed.”

To each of her grand-nephews, sons of Mrs. Carrie H. Wrenn, she bequeathed outright the sum of
ten thousand dollars.

To her cousin, Mrs. Robert Simons, of Charleston, S. C., she left ten thousand dollars as an absolute
bequest.

She created another trust fund for Maria de Villiverde, of Spain. The amount was ten thousand
dollars, the income to be paid to the legatee,”and upon her death, I do direct that said principal
sum shall fall into, form a part of and pass with my residuary estate hereinafter given, devised and
bequeathed.”

She left ten thousand dollars outright to the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals, and she left five thousand dollars outright to four duly named people: Charles R. Follin of
Charleston, S. C. Frank B. Lemon, Liberty, N. Y., Miss Mattie Sheridan, New York City, an Miss Emma
Steiner, New York City.

To her coachman, she left one thousand dollars. To eight duly named people she left the sum of five
hundred dollars each.

To Woodlawn Cemetery she left six hundred dollars.
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She made specific bequests of furniture, pictures, jewelry, clothes, to ten duly named persons.

From which it will be seen that her absolute cash bequests, as listed, amounted to the sum of
$75,600, and that 28 the trust she created made a sum of $65,000, which she meant to revert to the
residuary legatee in time.

Article Twelve of the Will reads as follows:

“All the rest, residue and remainder of my estate, whatsoever and wheresoever situated, whereof I
may be seized or possessed, or to which I may be in any manner entitled at the time of my death,
including the amount of any legacies hereinbefore given which may for any reason lapse or fail, I
do give, devise and bequeath unto my friend MRS. CARRIE CHAPMAN CATT of the City of New York.
It i my expectation and wish that she turn all of my said residuary estate into cash, and apply the
whole thereof as she shall think most advisable to the furtherance of the cause of Woman's Suffrage
to which she has so worthily devoted so many years of her life, and that she shall make suitable
provision so that in case of her death any balance thereof remaining unexpended may be applied
and expended in the same way; but this expression of my wish and expectation is not to be taken
as creating any trust or as limiting or affecting the character of the gift to her, which I intend to be
absolute and unrestricted.”

She gave detailed instructions to her executors that all investments made by them under her will
should be in first mortgage bonds of railroad corporations that had paid interest on their bonds
for eight years immediately preceding such investment; and gave them full power to continue any
investment she left in the form in which it was left, or to change it from time to time as they saw fit.

So anxious was she that her money should go as she willed it that once again the dead hand
pointed:

29

“ARTICLE SIXTEENTH: Should any legatee, devisee or beneficiary, or any heir or next-of-kin of mine
contest this Will, or any other testamentary instrument made by me now or hereafter, or any part
thereof, or directly or indirectly call into question the validity of any disposition thereof under the
laws of any country whatsoever, and obtain or attempt to obtain the absolute ownership of any
property, real or personal, wheresoever situated, left in trust by me for his or her benefit or for the
benefit of another, or for his or her enjoyment or the enjoyment of another during life, I hereby
direct that he or she shall thereupon be deprived of all interest in my estate wheresoever situated,
and I expressly revoke and annul any and all provisions made for his or her benefit under this Will
or any other testamentary business and the share that he or she would otherwise have had in
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my estate shall become vested in and payable to the person or persons who would be entitled
thereto under this Will or under such other testamentary instruments had the person so contesting
predeceased me.”

Then she nominated, constituted, and appointed L. H. Cramer, of Saratoga Springs, N. Y., and
William Nelson Cromwell, of New York City, to be her executors and trustees, revoked any other wills
theretofore made, and thereunto set her hand and seal.

30

THE NEXT OF KIN

When the appraisers had finished with Mrs. Leslie's estate, the gross amount with which the
executors stood charged was $1,977,810.57, a huge sum of which $1,836,210.57, less depreciation,
debts, funeral expenses, etc., was meant by Mrs. Leslie to go to Mrs. Catt at once for the promotion
of the suffrage cause.

The amount to which suffrage was beneficiary, announced in the newspapers of September 27,
1914, left the world breathless. But promptly some of the world got its breath.

The hostile executor, Mr. Louis H. Cramer, decided to serve, but his attitude toward the suffrage
cause whose interests were in his hands is indicated by a letter in which he deplored that “the
money I made for her should not have gone to some worthy charity and done some good for
humanity.” He was, he said, dumbfounded when he read the will, “not only dumbfounded, but
disappointed.”

A great many others were disappointed, and it was not long before they began to reveal it. The will
given publicity, there was an assembling of clans and a marshaling of cousins. All were animated by
a deep impassioned desire to show next of kinship. Cousins who had remained 31 comfortably in
ignorance of one another's existence for a generation hastily took up pens to see, as one of them
wrote, “if we can't stand together on this.”

“We might as well have it as the suffragettes!” became the battle cry.

Cousins in California hurriedly wrote to cousins in Detroit. “My father,” said a letter from Los Angeles,
“is a first cousin of Mrs. Leslie, and we feel, as no doubt you do, that we are more entitled to at least
a small portion of her estate than the Suffragettes. ... I have an uncle who is one of the best lawyers
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in the West and he has looked into the matter and says he feels sure that something can be done, if
all the heirs get together.”

Spanish cousins rushed forward from far away Puerto-Cortes, Spanish Honduras, where to want
votes for women was just short of aiding and abetting crime. That money should be left to “an
association that is perhaps not even sanctioned by law,” as one of them set forth, passed the bounds
of reason.

The same one wrote, “Both in Mobile and in Honduras there are some cousins of Mrs. Leslie who
intend to annul the will. ... I invite you and the others who are also interested in the estate to write, in
the attempt to annul the will, as there are deficiencies through which the will could be annuled, ( sic )
especially with your coöperative ( sic ) either in court proceedings or in private.”

Deficiencies? It seemed for a time that almost every one in the two Americas felt the deficiency
in that will. Mrs. Catt's mail was full of protest. Never does human nature reveal itself so closely
related to pig nature and fox nature as when on the scent of money of the dead. 32 The protesters
supposed Mrs. Catt to be no more bound by the provisions of the will than they felt themselves to
be. They besieged her with letters to beg that she disregard the wishes and instructions of the dead
and give them some money or some more money, out of the estate. They threatened contests. They
pleaded. They menaced.

There were applications for money to pay off mortgages, to pay for operations, to send some
beloved boy or girl to college.

There were an incredible number of letters from men, with an ability to be ridiculous that had no
limit, who rushed forward to proffer their services to Mrs. Catt as business manager, on the grounds
that no woman could handle affairs of such magnitude.

There were hundreds from people who suggested other ways of using the money than that specified
by Mrs. Leslie. “We respectfully submit our cause of that aged, the crippled, and the dependent
mothers for your kind consideration,” said one comprehensive request.

The sum of the appeals from the next of kin alone amounted to the entire fortune. The sum of the
appeals from others than the next kin was as much as again.

A clerk had to be engaged merely to take care of the correspondence involved, and considerable
expense accrued to Mrs. Catt for the privilege of pointing out to people that she did not yet have the
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Leslie money and could not do anything with it except what Mrs. Leslie had indicated, even when she
got it.

It was early evident that of those most interested no one was going to abide by the wishes of the
dead except the one who was to get no personal benefit from the will, 33 Mrs. Catt. Two of the next
of kin promptly let it be known that they were not willing the will should be probated. One was the
niece mentioned as beneficiary under the trust fund of fifty thousand dollars. Her name was Mrs.
Carrie Follin Wrenn and she was the daughter of the brother who went away to sea and never came
back, Augustus Noël Follin. Instead of the income from fifty thousand, as stipulated by the will, five
hundred thousand was named as the amount Mrs. Wrenn desired. The other next of kin was not
mentioned in the will at all. He came forward from Detroit and the newspaper reporters introduced
him as “the man of mystery who wants a million.” His name was Maynard D. Follin and he was, he
said, the son of that Ormond W. Follin, half brother of Mrs. Leslie.

The case of the niece, as next of kin, was supplemented by the claim of personal service rendered
Mrs. Leslie. The case of the nephew based on next-of-kinship wholly. No question was at that time
raised as to the niece being a relation of the full blood, and the nephew was quickly able to prove
that he was a nephew of the half blood.

The post-death history of Mrs. Leslie's will is startling testimony to the inefficacy of will-making.
Nothing could be clearer or more emphatic than her stipulations. She evidently feared a contest and
took every precaution to checkmate it. On what grounds could her will be contested?

A will may be honorably contested when and if there is evidence that the mentality of the testator
was impaired when the will was drawn. Or if it can be shown that the testator neglected some just
claim against him a contest may ethically be undertaken.

34

The claims of Mrs. Leslie's next of kin based in good part upon allegations that she was not of sound
mind. It was even contended that the fact of a fortune willed to suffrage was evidence enough that
she was insane. It was declared that she never had been interested in giving the vote to women
and had never talked of it. It was declared that the parsimony that had characterized her later years
could be made to show an impaired mentality. The infirmities of age were brought to bear as proof
against her competency.

What were the chances that the will could be broken?
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Lawyers are supposed to be able to cast up chances and legal values, and the lawyers got busy, Mrs.
Wrenn's lawyers, Mr. Follin's lawyers, Mrs. Catt's lawyer, the lawyers of the executors.

When their agreements were brought to Mrs. Catt, they came with the strong plea that it was
quicker and cheaper to settle with claimants than to allow the claim to go from court to court, that a
receivership could be ordered, a jury named, and the fortune exhausted. That, as she herself was to
get nothing out of the estate, it was better to be lenient in the case of others who would fight hard to
get something out of it. Compromise, counseled the lawyers.

Thereupon, admitting that she did not know the law as the lawyers knew it, she briefed the equity in
the case as she saw it, and sent it to her lawyer as the expression of her wishes:

“Probably I do not clearly understand all the intricacies and possibilities of a contest, and perhaps
it is the proverbial fool who enters in where angels fear to tread. But a contest is surely a more
honest and self-respecting process 35 than a dishonorable compromise. I feel that I have no right
to concede these outrageous claims or anything like them, that I would rather go into the contest
and lose, than give away money which I have no right to give. If we lose in the contest I shall at least
have a clear conscience and I can maintain my self-respect. I can at least give all the details to the
suffragists of the country through the thousands of newspapers which will gladly tell the tale.

“On the other hand, if I consent to claims which I believe have no legal or moral basis, I shall not only
bring upon myself the condemnation of my own conscience but the criticism of my fellow suffragists.
I am unwilling that any compromise whatsoever shall be made with any heirs which I cannot freely
announce to the world. I cannot therefore consent to any sort of compromise which cannot be
justified in the understanding, not of lawyers, but the laity.

“If Mrs. Leslie was not of sound mind, it is right that the State should distribute the estate. Do we
believe she was of sound mind? We do. Then why should we be afraid to let one hundred contests
come if they will? Why should we give away hundreds of thousands of dollars to avoid contests? If
the evolution of jurisprudence from the beginning of time has not yet reached the point where an
honest and intelligent person can make an honest will, drawn by a shrewd and intelligent firm of
lawyers, and have it upheld in an American court, it is time the world knew it and that somebody
beside lawyers made the laws of our country.

“It is my understanding that in the file of wills in Mr. Cromwell's possession, Mrs. Wrenn and her
family were 36 at no time left a larger amount than in the last will. If this be true, it is clear that it
was Mrs. Leslie's real will and intent that they should have what she gave them and no more. If Mrs.
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Leslie was sane at any time during the past fourteen years, she designedly gave Mrs. Wrenn and her
family no such portion of the estate as they now ask.

“It is also my understanding that in the file of previous wills made by Mrs. Leslie, dating back some
fourteen years, Mr. Follin was never mentioned. It would seem that to leave him out of her will
was deliberately and thoughtfully intended by Mrs. Leslie. Therefore, I, a lay sister, unfamiliar with
the law, ask: What legal claim has a nephew upon an aunt with whom he never had any definite
relations? That is for you to answer. Ancient law may make a claim but modern equity does not.
This Mr. Follin never served his aunt in any way whatsoever and she clearly wished him to go
unrecognized. The fact that she left small mementoes to many friends and relatives, and did not
include him, makes it clear that she did not wish to count him among the number of either.

“We can prove that she did not recognize Mr. Follin as a nephew to whom she owed anything by two,
I think three, reputable witnesses. We can prove by five witnesses that she deliberately and with full
intent gave the Wrenns what she wanted them to have and no more. We can prove by witnesses
that she did her own business, her own banking, drew her own checks, paid her own bills, and that
those who were brought into business relations with her discovered nothing strange or weak in her
mentality long after the last will was drawn. We can prove from friends whose position in New York
is above reproach, that 37 she talked intelligently and with wonderful power and information for a
woman of her years, upon philosophy, reforms, literature, art, and business matters.

“With the above convictions concerning the claims of Mrs. Wrenn and Mr. Follin growing deeper and
stronger day by day with the increase of testimony from Mrs. Leslie's friends, I ask myself what right
have I, to whom Mrs. Leslie entrusted the residue of her estate, to be used for a certain purpose, to
begin by giving a large portion of it to people whom she distinctly and deliberately intended should
not have it. The duty imposed upon me is not a pleasant one and is likely to be accompanied by
no little trouble and expense. Yet my conscience tells me that a principle is at stake, and that since
the trust has been given me I have no right not to act in accordance with my best judgment and
conscience.

“Our opponents doubtless bank upon three elements. First, that the probating of the will means
nothing to me and that consequently I will not fight for it. I have fought all my life against injustice,
and this is a case which appeals to me and I am ready for the fray. Second, they believe that the
suffrage movement is in need of money and that it will sacrifice almost anything to get some of it.
They do not know the movement. It has managed to take care of itself up to this moment and it can
keep on doing so. It is a long way to the end of our journey and we are going to need that money
late more than now. We can afford to wait. Third, the one weak thing in our case might be the fact
that an ignorant, prejudiced jury might think a woman crazy because she had willed her money to
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a cause in which they do not believe. If it could 38 be proved that the case was lost on that issue,
the publicity it would give to suffrage would be of as much value to the movement as the money
which would come from the estate. Therefore I am willing to risk even that point. Our opponents
also bank upon the claim that Mrs. Leslie was not interested in suffrage. We not only have our letters
with which to answer that point, but there is something more important. I find that Mrs. Leslie was
parsimonious, tight-fisted, when people wanted to borrow money of her, and their name was legion.
On the other hand, there is proof that she was always open-handed to help women in need. She
got their writings printed, she helped actresses, singers and musicians to get audiences and fees; he
gave presents to struggling women, and never, after she was herself a business woman, did she turn
her back upon an appeal presented by any meritorious woman. It is quite in line with her life history
that she should have desired the bulk of her money to help the struggle that women are making
to win the vote. To defend herself against grafters she told them that she had only a small income
and had to live within it. She had some of the elements of the miser and enjoyed going over her
own accounts and seeing her fortune mounting higher and higher. She may have had the motive, as
some people think, of building a monument to herself. That would be the lowest motive one could
assign to her for the kind of will she made. If this was the motive, is there anything illegal about
arranging for one's own monument? For it is only a difference of point of view whether a monument
shall be built of marble or be written in the history of a country. If this was one of Mrs. Leslie's
motives, she certainly had another, and that 39 was her desire to help the women of the world to get
their own. The more I learn of her character, history and daily life from those who were most familiar
with her, the more confident I am that the thing she did was according to a long-thought-out plan.
The more I learn of her, the more certain I am that despite her eccentricities, she was a remarkable
character, with a shrewd, clever head on her shoulders. She was crafty, too. The fact that she did not
acquaint Mr. Cramer with the purport of her will or Mr. Cromwell with the amount of her estate, was
not the chance of a thoughtless, unbalanced testator. It was the crafty design of a woman who was
unwilling to meet their disapproval.

“Believing all the above, I have asked myself what is my duty in this matter, and I answer that: “First,
it is my duty to defend the right of a woman to make her own will in her own way; second, it is my
duty to get the residue of that estate, if it is possible to do so, to use as she intended it to be used;
third, it is my duty to aid, so far as I can, the probating of the will.

“If it be true that corrupt politics can get hold of this case, dictate a receivership, name and jury and
all that sort of thing, and thus exhaust the fortune anyway, there is another field for a fight, and I
am ready for that. It seems to me that honest, decent public opinion will uphold such a struggle.
There is one thing different about this case for the ordinary one. Ordinarily, wills concern people or
charities and are of limited interest to the general public. The progress of the suffrage movement
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has been made through publicity. It was once hard to get that publicity; it is now difficult to keep out
of the papers what we wish 40 to withhold. I was called up last night by every newspaper in the city
to remind me that yesterday (Nov. 11, 1914) was the day when the citations were made returnable.
You may be sure that the press of New York, and the Associated Press as well, will be on the trail of
this case. It may make the Leslie will a cause célèbre, and if it does not bring money to the suffrage
coffers, it may result in reforming the will business.

“I have been told by dozens of able lawyers in New York that Mr. Cromwell is a legal dreadnaught
and that if he wants to probate that will it will be done. I am sure he does want to probate it
and I hope he is game and ready for the fight. It is possible that a contest means a long-drawn-
out, troublesome thing, and that for this reason Mr. Cromwell might prefer a compromise. But
I hope and believe that he will sustain me in my desire not to make a settlement which I cannot
acknowledge before the world.

“I beg to assure you that I am not unmindful of the fact that I, as an individual, will get nothing out of
the will except trouble and bills for my own pocketbook to meet. Nevertheless, a duty has come to
me, and although it is not of my own seeking I am going to perform it according to the dictates of my
conscience.”

This is enough to indicate Mrs. Catt's sense of responsibility for the trust imposed upon her. In each
and every case of assignment or settlement out of court, she yielded against her own wishes to the
opinion of the best legal talent of the country that it was “cheaper to pay than to fight.” In each case
she was brought up sharply to the question whether the whole estate should be frittered away in 41
court contests, or whether some modicum, of the residuary legacy could be saved for the purpose
for which Mrs. Leslie has intended the whole of it. Finally, she wrote her own lawyer that he might
see what the claimants would agree to as a minimum and bring the proposition to her. “If it is more
than I can conscientiously agree to, I will consult a few leading suffragists, lay the whole question
before them and let them share with me the responsibility. If they agree to the proposition, I will
agree. Otherwise, not.”

After much arguing, proposing, rejecting, reproposing, the Wrenn claim was adjudicated on the
following grounds: the niece was to be assigned outright the fifty thousand dollars left in trust for
her during her lifetime; the trust fund of five thousand left her husband was to be assigned as she
might direct; an additional “net” sum of $175,000 was to be assigned to her, subject to an inheritance
tax fixed at the sum of fifteen thousand. There was, therefore, to be deducted from the estate the
sum of $230,000 in her favor, instead of the income from the two trust funds of fifty thousand
dollars and five thousand dollars as left in the will.
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In the case of Mr. Follin an agreement was reached in November, 1914, whereby his claim scaled
down from the million of the news story to forth thousand dollars. But other claims were by then
menacing the estate and Mr. Cramer refused his sanction to the agreement on the grounds that the
executors were not justified in paying out any of the estate's funds until all those claims were settled.
The delay was costly. Upon the occasion of a visit to Detroit, where she was scheduled to speak at
a great public meeting for suffrage, Mrs. Catt was served with a 42 summons to appear in court
for breach of agreement. Visions of having her speeches interrupted by process servers became
one of the torments of the hour. By January, 1915, when Mr. Follin raised his claim to one hundred
thousand dollars for the abrogation of the previous contract, the lawyers found it advisable to meet
the demand. When payment was made to Mrs. Catt by the executors in 1917, one hundred thousand
dollars went to Mr. Follin for being the half nephew of Mrs. Leslie.

It is time now to pass on to those other claims that were menacing the estate.

43

“THE HEIRS OF SUCH DECEASED HUSBAND”

Assignments having been made to the next of kin in accord with the agreements just noted, the will
was admitted to probate on December 7, 1914.

Five days later three of the four grandchildren of Mr. Frank Leslie, children of the sons disinherited in
his will of 1880, went on record with an application for the revocation of the probate. Their grounds
were that they had not been included in the citation of persons interested, that they were much
interested, and that they wanted the decree of probate opened, so that they could make their case.

Three separate actions against the executors were undertaken by these descendants of Mr. Frank
Leslie. The actions were known in the legal history of the case as the “two-thirds actions,” in tribute
to the basis of their claim, which was the alleged oral agreement between Mr. Frank Leslie and Mrs.
Frank Leslie in 1880. Under that alleged agreement, it will be remembered, Mr. Leslie's sons claimed
that Mrs. Leslie was obligated to give them two-thirds of their father's estate. The case had had
its day in court long before, it had been decided then that the claims rested 44 on nothing more
substantial than the wishes of the sons, and those claims had been utterly denied. Nevertheless, the
descendants of the sons argued that it was worth while to try to share in the estate on the old claim.
It took a surrogate's decree finally to get the names of all three dismissed on this count.

But now meantime, one Arthur Leslie, grandson of Mr. Frank Leslie and son of Alfred A. Leslie, filed
a petition to vacate the decree of probate on another count, namely, that he should be allowed to
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come in as a party to the proceedings as Mrs. Frank Leslie's next of kin. At the same time a notice was
filed with the executors that the three other grandchildren intended to make claims similar to the
claim of Arthur Leslie.

On what grounds could Mr. Frank Leslie's grandchildren become Mrs. Frank Leslie's next of kin? On
the grounds of a statute of New York state, a statute subsequently characterized by the surrogate
who ruled on the case as “a law that operates as a dislocation of the frame of the ancient law of
English-speaking peoples.” Its essential clause reads as follows:

“When the inheritance shall have come to the intestate from a deceased husband, or wife, as the
case may be, and there be no person entitled to inherit under any of the preceding sections, then
such real property of such intestate shall descend to the heirs of such deceased husband, or wife, as
the case may be, and the persons entitled, under the provisions of this section, to inherit such real
property shall be deemed to be the heirs of such intestate.”

That is to say, if a wife who has inherited a fortune from her husband dies without heritable next of
kin of her own, 45 the husband's next of kin become her heirs. This statute, it was claimed, applied
specifically to Mrs. Leslie's case.

What then became of those other next of kin, one of whom had been accepted as the daughter of
a brother of Mrs. Leslie and the other as the son of a half brother? They were summarily disposed
of in the petition by the allegation that Mrs. Leslie was the illegitimate child of one Charles Follin,
and “left no relative or relatives capable of inheriting on the part of her father because of her own
illegitimacy.” Nor was that all. It was also necessary that she should have no relatives capable of
inheriting on the part of her mother. Her mother, the petition alleged, had been a negro slave,
had died in 1837, and “never had any heritable blood.” That was by right of an antebellum law that
denied heritability to those of servile blood in antebellum days. These allegations were intended to
block hopes of inheritance by Mrs. Leslie's blood relatives on either paternal or maternal side.

The petition did not stop with that. It set forth that Susan Danforth Follin, Mrs. Leslie's supposed
mother, was not her mother at all, but the keeper of a house of ill-fame in New York, where Charles
Follin had become associated with her. It attempted to fortify itself with an affidavit that Mrs.
Leslie's physical appearance had shown her negro blood. It dragged out the old Judgment Roll for
corroboration of the story of Mrs. Leslie's first marriage, and it packed itself full of all the pertinent
and impertinent evidence to be found in the South on county and state records with regard to the
Follin family.
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One of the genealogical points it insisted upon was that Charles Follin had been married but once
in his life and 46 then to the grandmother of the man of mystery from Detroit. The date given was
October 4, 1830. The source of information was the file of the Charleston Courier, whose issue of
October 9, 1830, carried the notice: “Married on Monday evening, 4th inst., by the Rev. Mr. Bachman,
Charles Follin, Esq., to Mrs. Caroline C. Trescott, both of this City.”

One of the few things of harmless import brought our by the petition was that there never had been
any Frank Leslie at all except as created by law. Mr. Frank Leslie's real name was Henry Carter. He
had used the name “Frank Leslie” as his signature to his illustrations during his career as an artist
until it had become a valuable asset to him, whereupon he changed to it permanently by act of
legislature. That had been in 1857. Mrs. Leslie had taken the name by an order from the Court of
Common Pleas in 1881.

The effect of the petition's allegations was commingled indignation and contempt. But it had been
submitted to a court of law. Its charges had to be met, both by the executors and by Mrs. Leslie's
accredited next of kin. Questions were raised that were never answered. According to the petition,
Charles Follin's wife, Caroline C., died in New Orleans in 1833. The next three years are blank.
According to both the petition and the general belief, Mrs. Leslie was born June 6, 1836, though
neither side could produce any birth register in support of this. According to the admitted kinship of
Mrs. Leslie's niece, Mrs. Wrenn was the daughter of Nodcl027;l Follin, a full brother of Mrs. Leslie, a
brother old enough to marry in 1847 and, in 1850, become the father of the child who had become
Mrs. Wrenn. If 47 Mrs. Wrenn's father had been old enough to marry in 1847, he must have been
born before that marriage of Charles Follin to Caroline Trescott in 1830. Was that marriage, then,
Charles Follin's second, and was his marriage to Susan Danforth Follin, Mrs. Leslie's mother, his
third? Or, had Charles Follin and Susan Danforth Follin been married, begotten the son who became
Mrs. Wrenn's father, been divorced, and married again, with Mrs. Leslie as the offspring of the re-
wedding? Here was a pretty involvement for executors and the next of kin!

Except for the newspaper notice of Charles Follin's marriage to Mrs. Caroline C. Trescott in 1830,
there was no documentary evidence to be found anywhere, no civil or church record with regard
to any of the marriages attributed to Charles Follin. Which was entirely explicable. It is not easy to
bring forward such evidence out of bygone times. Court houses and churches burn down, records
are destroyed. Often the information sought antedates the keeping of such records.

The executors set up a machinery of investigation that would have done credit to Scotland Yard,
boasting, as it did, detectives, photographers, handwriting experts, copyists, researches, and legal
lights. That Susan Danforth Follin was Charles Follin's wife was proved by some old, ink-faded letters
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out of the far-away “forties.” They were found among Mrs. Leslie's belongings, they were from
Charles Follin to Susan Follin and they were replete with loving commitments to his “own dear wife
Sue,” from her “own husband, Charles Follin.” Replete, too, with messages of love to “our dear little
daughter,” “our dear little Miriam” and with messages of affection and admonition 48 to “Noël.”
There were plenty of old letters, too, to give evidence that Mrs. Leslie, then little Miriam Follin, and
her mother, had been recognized by the members of her father's family, the one as Charles Follin's
daughter, the other as his wife.

When all the evidence was in and all the lawyers had done their best and worst, Surrogate Fowler,
at a term of court, March 7, 1916, delivered his opinion,—a sweeping denial of all the petitioner's
demands. He paid his respects to the efforts of legislatures to create next of kin for the dead and
he refused to see that the petitioner was to be accounted Mrs. Leslie's next of kin. “On the merits of
the papers presented it would seem that the origin, life and memory of the deceased lady are most
unjustly attacked. The application of Mr. Leslie's heirs at law must be dismissed.”

On March 24, 1916, Arthur Leslie's attorney served notice of appeal, and the case was argued before
the Appellate Division, First Department, of the Supreme Court in November, 1916. So much odium
had by then fallen upon the petition that John N. Blair, of counsel for the petitioner, undertook, in his
argument, to shift some of it to the respondents in the case. “Who are these outraged respondents
who now unite to point parallel fingers of scorn at this interrupter of their plans? Are they the family
of this decedent? Are they grateful and appreciative acceptants of her favoritism and bounty?”

He charged that Mrs. Catt was a total stranger to the family of the decedent, being connected with it
neither by blood nor affinity, which was true enough. Mr. Follin he considered as being of decedent's
blood, “but he was 49 not mentioned in the will.” Mrs. Wrenn, he undertook to show, was a stranger
to the decedent's blood. He declared that there was ample circumstantial evidence to warrant
the finding that Mrs. Wrenn's father was the son of Mrs. Susan Danforth Follin “by her husband
Danforth.” But one of the things he failed to show was why this son of Mrs. Danforth's happened to
have two of the Follin family names, “Augustus” from Charles Follin's paternal side and “Noël” from
his mother's side.

The executors, on their side, characterizing Mrs. Leslie's ancestry as difficult to trace, set up a first
marriage of Charles Follin to some unknown woman, prior to his marriage to Caroline C. Trescott in
1830. So that, according to them, his marriage to Mrs. Leslie's mother had been his third, instead of
his second. Their position, therefore, was that Noël Follin, father of Mrs. Leslie's niece, was the half
brother of Mrs. Leslie.
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It was expressly admitted by all concerned that Mrs. Leslie left no heirs on her mother's side, so
providing her with a negro-slave mother had been superfluous, and as argument along that line
had proved rather disastrous, the asperities were softened. Still, Mrs. Leslie must be proved of
illegitimate birth or she would have those heritable relatives on her father's side. She now became,
under Mr. Blair's handling of the case, the innocent victim of “the forgetfulness” that sometimes
obtained among the sons of the mater class in the South as to the line of separation between
the white and the colored races. “This dilution, continued often enough, then produced, as it still
produces, negroes with blue eyes, flaxen hair, pink cheeks and charming personalities.” But there
was that testimony that had 50 been introduced on his side of the case to show that Mrs. Leslie had
negroid features. He was compelled to admit that he didn't believe it to be true. “We think a serious
error was committed in giving credence to such statements.” But he didn't want that taken as a sign
“of withdrawal of our serious contention that Mrs. Leslie was the daughter of a negro slave.”

What can a poor lawyer do when he is forced to withdraw his serious contention? A negro slave
mother remained a part of the argument for Mrs. Leslie's illegitimacy.

On November 17, 1916, the Appellate Division handed down its decision, denying the petitioner's
motion. In the opinion, which was unanimously concurred in, the Court said: “It is conceded on
all hands that the decedent, who appears to have been born in 1836 or 1837, was the daughter
of Charles Follin. “The petitioner alleges that the decedent was illegitimate and was the daughter
of a negro slave. He seems to have selected this particular mother for her because it would not
wholly answer his purpose to claim merely that she was illegitimate, for in that case she might have
relatives on her mother's side who could inherit from her. Hence the attribution to her of a slave
mother who would have no heritable blood. “Of the assertion that the decedent's mother was a
negro slave, we can find no competent proof in the papers before us. “We therefore are forced to
regard petitioner's allegation that Mrs. Leslie was the daughter of a negro slave as demonstrably
disproved.”

51

That would seem to have settled the case, but lawyers on the losing side are privileged to hold out
threats of further contest to lawyers on the winning side. They worry down the issue to a very small
bone and the winning side consigns the bone rather than have any more trouble on the subject.
That was what happened in the case of the Leslie grandchildren's claim. Twenty-four thousand
dollars was paid to their lawyers, as the result of which the estate of Mrs. Frank Leslie was forever
discharged from any obligation to any heirs of Mr. Frank Leslie.
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The instrument signed by Arthus Leslie in this connection carries an effort to “rectify the error” made
in entering into the litigation:

“AND NOW I desire to state that the main consideration for this instrument is my own desire to
place the reputation of the deceased testatrix, Frank Leslie, (otherwise known as the Baroness de
Bazus) clear before her family and the world, and in this connection I state that I entered into the
litigation in the most absolute good faith, believing that the representations which were made to
me were made in good faith, and constituted a legal basis for the litigation which I instituted, but
that I am satisfied, after the decision in the Surrogate's Court and in the Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court, that I have been in error in these attacks, and I am executing this release in the
effort to rectify the error that I have made in so far as I can do so, and with the hope that this release
and this statement will to some extent at least satisfy the family and friends of the decedent that in
the course I have taken I have acted in good faith in the belief that I was justified by the facts and
by the laws of the State of New York, and the sincere wish that in so far as I can do so I can aid in
reestablishing her reputation before the world.”

52

MORE CLAIMS

More than two years had now gone by since the death of Mrs. Leslie. The contest of the heirs of the
decedent's dead husband had signally failed. But in the meantime other claims had been made and
met, and other contests impended.

Of these much the most considerable was the claim of Mr. Louis H. Cramer, the executor who had
gone on record as being dumbfounded and disappointed by the will. The amount he claimed was
two hundred thousand dollars. His first claim set forth that the amount was due for his services in
behalf of Mrs. Leslie's business from 1895 to the date of her death. From the $200,000 he deducted
$6500, as having been paid on account in April, 1907. Later, Mr. Cramer changed his claim from
one for reasonable value of services on implied contract to one for express promise on the part of
decedent to pay, by will, for services at no specific amount per year. As fixed by him, the value of
those service was $200,000, subject to the same credit of $6500.

From 1895 to the date of her death Mr. Cramer had held an unlimited power of attorney to act for
Mrs. Leslie. In 1895 the total value of her estate had been about $450,000. 53 Mr. Cramer set forth
that when she died it had been increased in value to over $1,900,000, and so invested as to yield an
annual income of over $95,000. The difference, he thought, due to him. As the case was presented
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by his attorney, it was owing to Mr. Cramer's “single efforts” that the bulk of the estate was in
existence. Mr. Catt did not agree with this. She felt that the increase was due to the compounding of
unused income, owing to Mrs. Leslie's restricted expenditures. “A man who couldn't make a fortune
grow under these conditions would be a poor sort indeed,” she replied to Mr. Cramer's lawyer.

The matter went to a referee. The referee reported that there had been no contract, implied or
otherwise, between Mrs. Leslie and Mr. Cramer. That Mr. Cramer had made no such claim in Mrs.
Leslie's lifetime and that she knew of no such claim. That the amended claim sought to establish
a promise that had never been made. That although Mrs. Leslie made six wills after 1895, and
although she was admitted to have been a woman of high character, in none of the wills was
there recognition of any such obligation. That there was no proof whatsoever that decedent owed
claimant any sum of money at her death or thereafter. That there was no debt due or owing by
decedent or the estate to claimant. That there was no evidence of the reasonable value of services
claimed. That even on implied contract the statute of limitations was in the way of recovery of any
sum prior to September, 1908. That there was no proof that Mr. Cramer had not at all times been
paid in full. That his claim should be disallowed as having been disproved.

There was a loophole there and the most was made of 54 it. The referee was induced by Mr.
Cramer's attorney to reopen the hearing for the purpose of taking testimony as to the reasonable
value of Mr. Cramer's services, without contract, for those six years between 1908 and 1914 not
outlawed by the statute of limitations. This value was fixed at $7500 a year and Mr. Cramer was
awarded $45,000 for the six years, in reversal of the finding that “there was no proof whatsoever that
decedent owed claimant any sum of money at her death or thereafter.”

The case did not stop there. A surrogate's decree reaffirmed the sum of $45,000 as a fair
adjudication of the claim. Thereupon, an appeal was taken by the residuary legatee. It began to
look as if the estate was to be in a battle royal with one of its own executors. But again compromise
prevailed and an agreement was effected whereby Mr. Cramer was paid the $45,000 and bought
certain mortgages from the estate.

Another claim brought forward was that of Mrs. Annie P. Frey for $25,000 for her services as nurse
and attendant to Mrs. Leslie. She, too, had expected to be remembered in the will. Mrs. Frey was a
very sick woman at the time. Hospital and doctor's bills amounting to $1525-65 were paid for her
by the executors, a cash payment of $5,000 was made to her and the sum of $3,000 was placed in
trust, to be paid to her at the rate of $125 per month for two years should she live as long as that,
the residue reverting to the estate if she died in the meantime. That settle that case out of court.
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Two physicians made claims against the estate. Dr. John E. Welch wanted $12,350, for services
rendered during August and September under an agreement whereby his 55 whole time and
attention were at the command of Mrs. Leslie in her last illness. By a referee's ruling he was paid
$7,800. Dr. John Russell Kelly claimed $1,400 for services rendered Mrs. Leslie on shipboard on her
last voyage from Europe. This was scaled down to $200, which was paid.

The most sensational claim filed against the estate was filed by “Althea, Barones d'Avernas Salvador,”
of Paris. Her claim was for remuneration for services performed in introducing Mrs. Leslie to Paris
society.

Before it was finally settled, the Baroness Salvador died, but the claim dragged on, being pressed by
her sister, Mrs. Henrietta Hurlbut, of New York. It was based on allegations that Mrs. Leslie, as late as
June, 1914, had promised the Baroness not only a sum of money but a diamond sunburst and other
things. The sister first presented a claim for $1,000 in behalf of the Baroness. Upon being told by
the executors that such claims must be verified, she presented, in August, 1915, a verified proof of
claim by then increased from one thousand to $9,700 and covering “household expenses,” eighteen
journeys to London, nursing, secretarial and other duties performed for Mrs. Leslie.

That claim, too, was turned over to a referee, who found that “said claimant and testatrix were
guests of each other in the ordinary social way at various times from 1891 to 1912; that both said
testatrix and said claimant entertained the other in the ordinary capacity of hostess and guest
without remuneration to be made by either to the other. ... That there never was at any time any
promise, agreement or contract on the part of said testatrix of said claimant that said testatrix was
to at any time make a will in which said claimant should be a legatee or devisee in any amount. 56 ...
That said claim of said Althea, Baroness d'Avernas Salvador should be dismissed as being without
merit either in law or in fact.”

That did not finish it. Another petition was filed in April, 1919. All pretensions of friendship to Mrs.
Leslie were abandoned by then and she was pictured as a weak-minded degenerate who had yielded
to the undue influence of flattery and cajolery “in which Mrs. Catt excelled.” In May of 1919 the
Baroness died, but her sister, as her administratrix, petitioned for an order to revive her case, and
it was not until after an adverse Surrogate's decree in March, 1921, that the effort to realize on the
claim ceased.

One other claim that got into the courts remains to be reviewed. This was brought by Annie S.
Simons against the executors to recover the sum of $40,000. Mrs. Simons had been a beneficiary
under the will to the extent of ten thousand dollars. She had accepted that legacy, but she did
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not make herself liable under Article XVI of the will, which ruled that any legatee who called into
question the provisions of the will was to forfeit all title to any benefits that had been provided for.
She did not attack the will. She brought her suit as a suit for breach of contract, based upon an
alleged agreement on the part of Mrs. Leslie to bequeath to her the sum of fifty thousand dollars for
services rendered. She credited her ten-thousand-dollar legacy on the contract, leaving the aforesaid
sum of forty thousand still due her.

The services, as instanced, consisted of long-continued nursing and attending upon Mrs. Leslie and
waiting upon her dog.

This was the hardest fought and the worst bungled of 57 all the claims and contests. to begin with,
the executors rejected the claim utterly as having no standing in law or fact. On January 6, 1919,
the case came to trial before Judge Hand, who ruled in favor of the executors. Then the case went
to the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in an effort to get it before a jury. Judge Hand's ruling was
reversed. In November, 1920, a compromise for twenty thousand dollars was reached between
the executors and the attorney for Mrs. Simons. But Mrs. Catt's lawyer refused point-blank, in her
name, to be a party to it. Mrs. Simons's lawyer kept on trying to get his client's case before a jury.
Juries are well-known to favor individuals as against causes or corporations. In March, 1921, the
case was again tried before Judge Hand. And this time there was a jury. As presented to the jury
the main support of the plaintiff was the testimony of her husband and son. The jury brought in a
verdict for Mrs. Simons for $40,000 and interest. The executors appealed, setting forth that what the
case came to was that “a woman of some means, living in New York, thought to let a relative, less
fortunate than herself in a financial way, have a little taste of the city each year without expense to
the latter. It was joyfully accepted and the little courtesies and helps that women visitors do under
such circumstances were rendered without a thought of ever receiving a penny therefore—as a
recognition of the entertainment. Such services have been raised to the nth power in the telling by
interested relatives. And the jury, thinking it could make a better will than did the testatrix, on such
vague, inconclusive, diaphanous evidence reached the really outrageous result complained of. It
should never be sustained.”
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Just the same it was sustained, though appealed again. The case cost the estate, in all, the sum of
$58,241.60, representing costs and the judgment paid by the executors as entered in U. S. District
Court April 7, 1921.

No account is taken here of numerous other actions and counter actions in the history of the estate,
but perhaps enough has been presented to show through what a legal welter the Leslie fortune
passed. Verdicts were gotten, objections made, appeals taken, and judgments reversed on many
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points. There was a long sustained struggle over whether or not the Wrenn settlement carried
interest. People who sued the estate got into difficulties with their own lawyers and held up their
own payments by the executors. There were difficulties between the lawyers for the executors and
the lawyer for the residuary legatee. All the lawyers wasted reams of good white paper establishing
a precedent for things that could have been decided on their own merits, regardless of whether they
had ever been done before or not. It was not over until 1921. The final accounting of the executors
was not made until late in 1922.

The Total amount that passed through the hands of the executors between Mrs. Leslie's death
in 1914 and their final accounting on August 8, 1922, was $2,086,359.26 Of this the inventoried
value was $1,737,477.70 The net increase in value was 96,716.38 The income was 252,165.18.
2,086,359.26

What became of it?

59

To Mrs. Wrenn $ 230,000

To Mr. Follin 100,000

To Mr. Cramer (with interest) 49,600

To settle the case of Mrs. Simons 58,241.60

To Mrs. Frey, doctors' bills, etc. 20,008.65

To lawyers of Leslie grandchildren. 24,000.25

$ 481,850.50

Thus nearly half a million went in settlement of claims not recognized by Mrs. Leslie in her will.

The sum of $76,500 was paid out as cash legacies as provided for by the will and a trust fund of
$10,000 was created for Maria Villiverdi, of Spain, also in accord with the will. At her death this fund
reverted to the residuary legatee and is included in the total charged against her by the executors of
the estate.

The government got over $200,000. The transfer taxes alone come to $106,134.72. Mrs. Catt's lawyer
took issue with the executors on this score, claiming that they could have instituted transfer tax
proceedings within six months after Mrs. Leslie's death and thus saved the estate a part of the tax.
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The executors maintained that the “two-thirds actions” and other claims had been instituted within
the six months and that the proper and prudent course was to await the outcome. The honors were
their in the argument and the tax charge stood. Income and other personal taxes mounted up to
$69,027.33. The amount paid for real estate taxes came to over $25,000. Bringing the total to be
deducted for taxation to over $200,000, as noted above.

The lawyers of the executors got $190,058.21.
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Of this Sullivan and Cromwell, the firm that served Mr. Cromwell got $95,071.61, and ex-Senator
Brackett, who served Mr. Cramer, got $95,040.60. At one point in the allocation of lawyers' fees, Mrs.
Catt's lawyer registered a protest, but to no avail. The referee who decided the question decided
in favor of the lawyers. The $190,058.21 stands for their fees alone and does not take into account
thousands of dollars more than were disbursed by both firms for unitemized legal expenses. Several
thousand went to referees who settled mooted questions. The total sum charged to legal expenses
was not short of $220,000. And this does not include the money paid to Mrs. Catt's own lawyer,
which was to come out of the sum paid her by the executors.

The executors got $39,384.46, nearly twenty thousand dollars apiece, as pay for their services.

Insurance, property repairs, interest on legacies, stenographers' bills, auditors' bills, and the bills
of other experts came to more than $80,000. The preliminary expense was nearly $5,000 and the
funeral expenses were over $2,000.

The total amount charged to Mrs. Catt by the executors was $977,875.02, including the release of the
Villiverdi trust fund.

In order to probate and execute the Leslie will more than a million dollars was spent!
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THE LESLIE WOMAN SUFFRAGE COMMISSION, Inc.

On February 1, 1917, two and a half years after Mrs. Leslie's death, the Court ordered $500,000 paid
to Mrs. Catt. On the sixth of the month Mrs. Leslie's jewels, appraised at $34,785, were turned over
to her.
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Quick steps were taken by Mrs. Catt to incorporate a commission of women whom she wished to
share the responsibility of administering the Leslie fund. The jewels were sold, the incorporation was
completed and activities began.

In New York state a crucial referendum was in progress. In 1915 a suffrage amendment had been
defeated in a referendum, but New York voters were to pass on the suffrage question again in
November, 1917. The campaign was moving at a fast pace, but its leaders were impatient to whip
up its activities still more, and to do this they needed money. Mrs. Catt says that one of the happiest
days of her life was the February day in 1917, when, from the first receipts from the Leslie estate,
she handed Mrs. Norman de R. Whitehouse, Chairman of the New York state campaign committee,
$10,000, and to Miss Mary Garrett Hay, Chairman of the New York city campaign committee, 62
$15,000. The campaign did fly faster from that date and in November came a glorious victory. It
was reported from many parts of the country that over night suffrage sentiment doubled after the
winning of New York state and certainly to that triumph was due the speedy submission of the
federal suffrage amendment two years later.

The Commission met on the 29th of March, 1917, in a Headquarters furnished, equipped and ready
for work. By-laws were adopted and a letter of gift to the Commission of all money's received,
including that accruing from the sale of jewels, was presented by Mrs. Catt. This was accepted and all
previous expenditures confirmed. With organization complete, the five incorporators, namely, Carrie
Chapman Catt, New York, President; Mrs. Harriet Taylor Upton, Ohio, Vice-President; Miss Alice Stone
Blackwell, Massachusetts; Mrs. Winston Churchill, New Hampshire; Mrs. Raymond Robins, Florida,
met on March 29th and 30th and added four directors to their list, Miss Mary Garrett Hay, New York;
Mrs. Percy V. Pennybacker, Texas; Mrs. Thomas B. Wells, New York; Mrs. Arthur L. Livermore, New
York.

Miss Blackwell resigned on May 18, 1917, in order to accept a post of editorial writer for the Woman
Citizen. Mrs. Churchill resigned on December 6, 1917, on account of ill health, but new directors
were elected to fill the vacancies thus created. Mrs. Livermore resigned on January 20, 1920, in
order to engage in partisan work and Mrs. F. Louis Slade was elected to the vacancy. Mrs. Franklin
D. Roosevelt was added to the directors on June 26, 1926. On August 29, 1928, Miss Hay, who had
served as vice-president and had borne the burden of management 63 in the frequent absences of
Mrs. Catt, died. On July 17, 1929, the last meeting of the Commission, Mrs. Mabel Russell was elected
to the vacancy. When the last roll was called, of the twelve-year old Commission all directors except
those who had resigned and Miss Hay, were still in service. Mrs. Catt served as president throughout
the life of the Commission.
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A bonded secretary and treasurer was at all times in charge of the Leslie funds and affairs until
the close of the campaign in the United States. These had been Miss Gratia Goller who served
from February, 1917, to May 1, 1918, Miss Nora Newell from May 28, 1918, to July 15, 1920, Miss
Eleanor Bates from July 15, 1920, to October 1, 1922. On September 20, 1922, Mrs. Wells was elected
secretary and treasurer and served until dissolution. Miss Henrietta Wald succeeded Miss Bates as
assistant to Mrs. Wells and manager of the Headquarters, and also served until dissolution.

At the first meeting of the Commission Mrs. Catt presented the following qualifications for
membership which were accepted and always rigidly respected.

1. Each member shall serve without remuneration.

2. No member shall profit directly or indirectly by the fund.

3. At any time that three-fourths of the members shall request the resignation of any member, that
request shall be considered obligatory.

4. Whenever a death or resignation occurs, the vacancy shall be filled by a majority vote of the
remaining members.
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She also presented a plan for the use of the money which was unanimously accepted and followed.
The plan was:

(1) A Leslie Woman Suffrage Bureau of Education shall be established under the direction of the
Commission, the object of which shall be the widespread education of the people on the principles
and operation of woman suffrage; by means of literature and press work, especially in those cities,
states, and regions where suffrage organizations have not been strong;

(2) The Commission shall, in addition, grant such assistance as is possible to the auxiliary
organizations of the suffrage movement;

(3) The Commission shall help all campaigns which, upon proper survey, indicate success;

(4) The Commission shall assist the National American Woman Suffrage Association to the utmost in
the campaigns for the Federal Amendment.
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This program was followed to the end of the campaign in the United States, after which help was
extended to suffrage movements in foreign lands.

The first problem of how to spend the money appeared in the form of many embarrassing
applications from state and city suffrage organizations, asking for help, and from many individuals
seeking employment.

The President of the Commission met this situation with the public statement:

“The National Association and its auxiliaries now raise and expend about a million dollars per
year. When it is remembered that the National Republican Committee reported the receipt and
disbursement of about two and a half millions in the recent (1916) presidential campaign 65 and
the Democratic Committee nearly two millions, it will be seen that the addition of a million dollars
to the propaganda of an active and growing movement is not a vast sum, thought it is much larger
than any other bequest that has yet been received by suffrage. If the money should be used as a
substitute for money which is now raised and expended through the regular channels, the Leslie
bequest would in no sense aid the cause. Logic points clearly to the fact that it must be used to do
things which the allied suffrage association are unable to accomplish with their present sources of
revenue. No suffragist can therefore be excused from contributions on account of the establishment
of this Commission.”

It was thus decreed that no money should be given into the national suffrage treasury, or that of any
state association, to pay ordinary expenses, such as the maintenance of regular routine work, and
that there should be no division of the fund among the various state associations. It was made clear
that the Leslie Commission would devote its fund to make possible new varieties of work.

An Executive Committee, composed of the New York members, Mrs. Catt, Miss Hay, Mrs. Livermore,
Mrs. Wells, and Mrs. Slade, with Mrs. Upton representing the Middle West, had frequent meeting
during the most active period, but it was at the annual meetings, at which all members were present
or were represented by proxy, that the chief appropriations were made, reports heard, and votes
taken.

The Commission served from March 29, 1917, to October 1, 1929, the twelve years which covered
the climax of the suffrage movement in the United State and the 66 world. All the directors gave
their services without the slightest reward. The work involved sacrifice and nerve strain and close
attention to many critical problems, but at the end there came a modest realizing sense that the
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Leslie fund, carefully administered, had at least brought the final victory at a date much earlier than
would have been possible without it.
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THE LESLIE BUREAU OF SUFFRAGE EDUCATION

As conceived by Mrs. Catt, the Leslie Bureau of Suffrage Education had for its aim the education of
the American public to the point of seeing woman suffrage as essential to democracy. As resolved
by the first meeting of the Leslie Commission, the Bureau was to serve as the chief work of the
Commission for the ensuing two years.

The task of the Bureau was the dissemination of suffrage material through every available avenue of
publicity. It was to be news purveyor, publicity expert and propaganda carrier.

The field of the Bureau was the American press in its most extended application. The American press
in 1917 comprised approximately 25,000 publications. Of these, 2,500 were dailies, 16,000 were
weeklies and semi-weeklies, 3,233 were issued monthly. And there were, besides, semi-monthlies,
quarterlies, etc.

By prearrangement the Bureau was to be serve the national suffrage association as publicity agent,
and the avenues of expression and education through which the association was at that time
reaching the public with the suffrage 68 message were to be brought together as departments of the
one agency.

Miss Rose Young, press chairman of the national association, was appointed director of the Bureau
and its organization and staffing were turned over to her. She departmentalized its work as follows:
the News Department, the Feature Story Services, the Field Press Department, the Research
Department, the Department of Editorial Correspondence, and the Woman Citizen, or Magazine
Department.

When organized, with department heads, clerical staff and multigraph and mimeograph operators,
the Bureau had an office personnel of twenty-five people. To house it and the equipment for its
various services, the entire fifteenth floor of a large office building at 171 Madison Avenue was
rented by the Commission and the work began.

To the News Department was assigned the detail of reaching and stimulating public interest in
woman suffrage through the news columns of the press. The department was responsible for the
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issuance of daily news stories, stories of the political status of suffrage, interviews with suffragists,
timely statistics on suffrage, challenges to anti-suffragists, answers to their answers, and reports
of suffrage activities all over the country. Besides its daily story, it issued a weekly bulletin, and an
information service. It was immediate business of the director, with the assistance of Miss Betty
Graeme for a time, and later, Miss Marjorie Shuler.

A department of special features inaugurated by Miss Young for the national association's press
department, prior 69 to the establishment of the Leslie Bureau, had proved effective in coaxing
public attention to suffrage and was taken over bodily by the Bureau as the Feature Service
Department. Its business was to supply special stories and interviews, biographical matter
and personality sketches. A regular detail of the service was the supplying of articles on call to
magazines. Miss Mary Ogden White was selected as department chairman.

There were two methods of production for the News and Feature departments. One method was by
word of mouth, as in “telephone business” with the offices of newspapers and news agencies, and
in the face-to-face interviews with reporters in the Bureau's offices. When suffrage was to the front,
is in the great drive for presidential suffrage initiated by Mrs. Catt, or as in some political crisis for
the suffrage amendment in Congress, there were daily interviews with reporters for newspapers or
syndicates. Thousands of columns of newspaper stories, based on these interviews, were returned
by clipping bureaus. Often an interview found its was into the editorial columns of the press. If
was reckoned by painstaking staff members that the volume of so-called “talked business” totaled
not less in visible, printed returns than the returns on the written stories that emanated from the
Bureau.

The other method of production for News and Feature Service was by written output. For a typical
twelvemonth, this output amounted to 250,000 words, sent out as news and feature stories in
mimeographed form. The matter went directly to New York City papers, to feature syndicates, to
individual writers and to national news agencies, like the Associated Press. Mimeographed matter
sent 70 on the Information Service amounted to 100,000 words for the same period. It went the
press chairman state suffrage associations, to be used by them locally. The biographical material
issued for the same period came to 91,000 words. The mimeographed sheets of this service were
freely resorted to by news and feature writers and organization workers. Through it there could be
kept before the public the character of the personnel of active suffrage workers and speakers, as
well as the quality of the endorses of suffrage of high degree in every rank of life. In connection with
the biographical service, a photonews service was also kept going, supplying mats, photographs,
cartoons, and half tone cuts, on call from reporters and editors.
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Most of the copy sent out on all these services was circulated by syndicated chains of papers, so that
they were printed editions of ten and twenty million. Sometimes the clippings returned on one story
alone would swamp the filing resources of the Bureau.

Plate services, the preparation of special suffrage editions and suffrage supplements were other
details that these two departments, working conjointly, made part of their program. When a
state entered a suffrage campaign, it was the routine to send plate “insides” to the weekly papers
scattered over it, and to supply material with which the local suffragists could issue “special suffrage
editions” of local papers, loaned for the occasion by friendly editors. In the successful 1918 campaign
in South Dakota, for instance, 284 papers used the plate issued by the Bureau. In Oklahoma's
succesful campaign in 1918, 264 papers 71 carried Bureau plate, and in the Michigan campaign, the
same year, 165 papers made used of it.

Through its News and Feature departments, the Bureau served, too, as watch dog and defense
guard against anti-suffrage attacks, often of a virulently personal nature. Following up anti-suffrage
charges of “free love” and lack of patriotism, refuting them, compelling newspapers that let
themselves be used as vehicles for such charges to retract and apologize, was a regular detail of the
routine of the Bureau until suffrage was won.

The work of the Departments of Field Press, of Editorial Correspondence and a Research cannot
be measured by visible and countable returns as in the case of the news and feature service. They
were, all three, intensive, working agencies through which suffrage education was carried forward at
various points of contact with organization worker, press and general public.

One of the Bureau's ideals was to function with the press departments of state suffrage associations
as a coordinated whole, and one of the first tasks assigned the chairman of the Department of Field
Press, Mrs. Rose Lawless Geyer, was a campaign of correspondence with the press chairmen of
the state suffrage associations, whereby national and local press work were brought into effective
relation. Then, a census of the leading newspaper of the United States was taken, state by state, with
a view of determining the stand of their editors on the suffrage question. With the aid of the local
chairmen, press surveys were made until all, or most, of the leading papers could be classified as
favorable, non-committal or unfavorable. The survey went deeper yet and classified papers whose
72 editors were willing only to use suffrage news and those who went a step farther and wrote
editorials in behalf of suffrage.

State by state this department worked with the state press departments, supplying them with
information, arguments, statistics, news and features, written often especially for the special state,
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so as to be adapted to the needs of the local situation. In state after state, from a rather weak
beginning, a notable local strength developed, so that the Bureau soon had a good local publicity
agency with which and through which to work.

The demand for historical and statistical information had engaged the attention of a Research
Department for the national suffrage association before the inauguration of the Bureau. It was made
a department of the Bureau, its chairman, Mrs. Mary Summer Boyd, continuing in that capacity in
the new organization. The department of field press activity centered on the suffrage worker. The
Research Department's work was for the service of general public as well as the worker. “Detail,
truth and timeliness” was the favored slogan of its chairman, who was at endless pains to read all
three into the work of her department. The department collected and verified suffrage date, made
investigations, and supplied basic information on statistical and historical questions.

An experiment that had likewise been serving the national association before the Bureau was
founded was the exclusive consideration of editorials on woman suffrage, the answering of editorial
attacks and the educating of editors on the suffrage question. It had been initiated by Mrs. Ida
Husted Harper, and she and her experimental became 73 one of the features of the Bureau's
program. Sometimes she wrote to set an editor right on some suffrage issue about which he
had shown himself uniformed. Sometimes she thanked editors for their support of suffrage,
sometimes she protested at prejudiced hostility in editorial effusions. Never before had the editorial
fraternity been brought into direct relation with suffrage headquarters and they showed themselves
responsive to the attention bestowed upon them. When at last suffrage was won for women, the
number of outstanding papers that were editorially hostile was negligible.

The sixth and last department of the Bureau was its magazine, the Woman Citizen. When the Bureau
was founded there were three suffrage publications in the eastern field. These were the Woman
Voter, a vital little monthly but of circumscribed appeal, being the local organ of the Woman Suffrage
Party of New York City, the National Suffrage News, the organ of the national suffrage body, and
the Woman's Journal. The organ of no association, the Woman's Journal had, nevertheless, been the
acknowledged mouthpiece and defender of the woman movement for forty-seven years. It was now
purchased by the Commission for $50,000 and merged with the other two papers, and the Woman
Citizen, a political weekly for women emerged.

As all the Bureau's facilities were serving the national suffrage association as publicity agent, so now
the Woman Citizen was offered the National as official organ.

The offer was accepted, though the magazine had its own incorporation, the Woman Citizen
Corporation, the members of which—selected from the Commission's 74 directorate—consisted of
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Mrs. Catt, Miss Hay, Mrs. Raymond Brown, Mrs. Wells and Mrs. Slade. Miss Alice Stone Blackwell was
also made a director.

The director of the Bureau was appointed editor-in-chief and general manager of the new magazine.
From the Bureau's departmental heads she chose a staff of editorial assistants, Miss White, Mrs.
Boyd, Mrs. Geyer, Miss Shuler. Mrs. Catt and Miss Alice Stone Blackwell became contributing editors.

The first issue of the Woman Citizen bore date of June 2, 1917. It carried two legends. One was:
“Continuing the Woman's Journal Founded 1870 By Lucy Stone and Henry B. Blackwell, as a
weekly newspaper devoted to winning equal rights for women and published weekly in Boston,
Massachusetts from 1870 to 1917.”

The other was: “The Woman Citizen is published weekly by the Leslie Woman Suffrage Commission
in the hope that it may prove a self-perpetuating memorial to Mrs. Frank Leslie's generosity toward
the cause of woman suffrage and her faith in woman's progress.

Its leading editorial said, “The Woman Citizen recognizes in every woman capacities which make of
her a municipal, a state and a national, as well as a domestic asset.” The magazine would, its editor
promised, try to reflect woman as the world was beginning to know her, that is, 75 as producer,
wage-earner and citizen, as well as home maker.

For the ensuing four years the magazine was published weekly, sometimes limited to 24 pages for
an issue, sometimes carrying as many as 96 pages in special editions.

As an official organ it was able to disseminate suffrage propaganda more intensively and
picturesquely than could have been done in any other way.

Through its state news it made suffragists of different parts of the country acquainted with one
another. Through its Washington news it educated women in national politics.

Through its news of the war work done by suffragists it effectively counteracted anti-suffrage
charges in inaction and disloyalty.

It scored politicians now and then. It now and then pleased senators and representatives and
now and then enraged them. In the interests of their education on the suffrage question, the 531
members of the two houses of Congress received it weekly and it was no uncommon occurrence for
senator or congressman to read its editorial commitments in the Congressional Record, in protest or
in praise.
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For two years the Bureau functioned through its several departments intact. The Commission had
accurately foreseen the length of time needed for this phase of suffrage work. At the end of two
years the closing of some departments and the consolidation of others became possible.

“It is a fact,” reported the Bureaus director about this time, “that to-day the press of the United States
is overwhelmingly pro-suffrage and pro-Federal Amendment. To 76 illustrate, in as southern and
supposedly anti a state as Louisiana, just one paper opposed suffrage in the recent campaign.

“Suffrage news is in demand in all states.

“The opinions of the national suffrage leaders are sought on every subject.

“Where a year ago the Bureau was fanning into life a demand for suffrage features, to-day it is
kept busy guiding and directing feature writers in whom the desire for suffrage material flares high
without any fanning.

“The logic of events has done some of it. Local workers have done their share. But, whatever may be
the just division of credit, the Bureau, starting out with a definite sense of direction, and mapping
out courses of procedure for others, finds various of its goals attained.”

The progress of the suffrage movement in the United States and abroad had been incredibly fast
during 1917 and 1918. It was faster yet for 1919. By the end of that significant year the women of
twenty-eight foreign countries had the vote. In the United States there were fifteen full suffrage
states and thirteen states in which women could vote for the president of the United States.
In two other states, Texas and Arkansas, they had primary suffrage, and as both states were
overwhelmingly Democratic, a vote in the primaries meant a vote for the presidential electors of
these states. The grand total of electoral votes in the thirty states where women had a voice in the
choosing of the electors was, therefore, 326. The total vote of the Electoral College was at that date
531. As early as 1918 Congress had seen the handwriting on the wall and had passed the federal
suffrage amendment. By the spring of 1920 77 thirty-five, out of a necessary thirty-six, states had
ratified it. Thereafter, all suffrage effort was concentrated on the winning of the thirty-sixth state.
When Tennessee ratified in August of that year, the needed three-fourths of the states had enrolled
for the amendment and the suffrage struggle in the United States was over.

In the summer of 1920, all the departments of the Bureau save the magazine ceased to function.
Through the magazine it was hoped to hand on to the women of the future a woman's magazine
that could be relied on to keep to the fore the ideals of democracy that had animated the suffrage
struggle. The plan in mind was a political weekly for women, freed from the limitations of an organ
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of propaganda and with a comprehensive range of interests centering about woman as citizen,
rather than as wife, mother, housekeeper. The plan was accepted and the Commission voted to
continue the magazine under the same editor-manager, but early in 1921 Miss Young resigned on
account of illness.

The editorship and the managerial work were now separated. Miss Virginia Roderick, managing
editor of Everybody's Magazine, was tendered and accepted the editorship. Mrs. Raymond Brown,
one of the directors of the Woman Citizen Corporation who had long been helpfully interested in the
magazine's development, became its manager.

As the publication had henceforth to give an account of its returns in dollars instead of in
propaganda, it was decided to cut the expense of its issuance by making it a fortnightly. Later still it
became a monthly with increased volume per issue. The constant aim now was to make it 78 self-
supporting, so that it could have an enduring life of its own and the Leslie Commission be relieved
of financial responsibility for it. In the year 1926, Mrs. Brown succeeded in the self-imposed task of
enlisting a group of civic-spirited women as the magazine's guarantors and a new organization was
formed. The cost of maintenance of the magazine as a propagandistic weekly was charged off by the
Commission as propaganda and education, the capital stock was increased from five hundred shares
to five thousand, and the directorate of the Woman Citizen Corporation was augmented by some
of the guarantors of the magazine. The Commission took a majority of the new stock in exchange
for the amount it had advanced for the maintenance of the magazine under the new management,
approximately $194,000, plus the purchase price of the magazine, a total of $244,200.

At its annual meeting in April, 1929, the Commission paid a glowing tribute of appreciation to Mrs.
Brown and Miss Roderick in the following resolution:

WHEREAS, in 1921, at a critical hour, Mrs. Raymond Brown was drafted into service by the Leslie
Woman Suffrage Commission, Incorporated, as manager of The Woman Citizen (now The Woman's
Journal);

WHEREAS, she sacrificed her own interests and her own desires in accepting this burden;

WHEREAS, she has worked efficiently, creatively, loyally, to place The Woman's Journal upon a paying
basis, to maintain the high ideals established by its founders, and to meet progressively the needs
that each hour brings, and
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WHEREAS, Miss Virginia Roderick for eight years, as editor of The Woman Citizen (now The Woman's
Journal) 79 has consecrated her facile pen, her wide knowledge, her logical mind, her deep
understanding, her delicate wit, her brilliant fancy, and her editorial skill to its service, be it therefore

RESOLVED by the Leslie Woman Suffrage Commission, Incorporated, in regular session assembled
April 29, 1929, that we tender our sincere thanks, our grateful appreciation, and our loving
admiration to Mrs. Raymond Brown and to Miss Virginia Roderick for their services to the women of
the world.

80

OTHER ACTIVITIES

The Suffrage Bureau of Education, with its press literature and publicity features, did not include all
the activities of the Leslie Woman Suffrage Commission. A general education through independent
distribution of literature was undertaken at once and continued throughout the remaining years of
the campaign in the United States.

Both Protestant and Catholic clergymen in the states where women were enfranchised were
circularized and their opinions on the effect of woman suffrage solicited. The testimony contained
in the replies was compiled into three leaflets; “Turn on the Light,” “Living Witnesses” and “Opinions
of Catholic Clergymen.” These were distributed to 200,000 clergymen in states where women were
unenfranchised.

A million congressional speeches on the subject of woman suffrage were distributed to most states
in the Union. These were packed, a thousand speeches in a postal bag, and franked to various states
where workers had, in advance, pledged themselves to deliver the speeches in person or to send
them to carefully selected lists by mail. 81 Addressing of such literature throughout the United
States was done, almost entirely, by volunteer workers who gave many weeks and months to it. This
distribution of literature was, of course, in addition to that done by the National American Woman
Suffrage Association and its auxiliaries.

When the Leslie Woman Suffrage Commission was nine months old, it held its first annual meeting
in December, 1917.

State campaigns seeking municipal, presidential, or primary suffrage were in progress in many states
at this date and each state bearing the burden of a referendum (and there were many) received
financial help from the Leslie Commission. The great strength given the movement by the large
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number of states which had won referenda campaigns, presidential, or primary suffrage through
legislatures, had brought the movement suddenly to a climax. All eyes turned to Washington and a
zealous demand was now made for the submission of a Federal Suffrage Amendment, where only
polite pleas had been possible in earlier years. A great house on Rhode Island Avenue was rented
and the Congressional Committee housed within it. The expenses of this house were borne by the
Commission. Democratic women came from Democratic states to talk with Democratic Senators
and Representatives; Republican women came from Republican states to talk with their Senators
and Representatives and exchange experiences under its roof. Often Suffrage House contained
from fifteen to twenty women who were in Washington to see their own Senators and to bring to
them the evidence 82 of the demand within their own state for the submission of a Federal Suffrage
Amendment.

When the American campaign for woman suffrage had ended victoriously, the Leslie estate had not
been closed and there was money still due Mrs. Catt from the estate. Help was therefore given to the
woman suffrage movements in foreign lands, the total amount thus contributed being $116,180.97.

That these contributions materially furthered the cause of woman suffrage in one country after
another is indicated by numerous letters in the files of the Commission. In thanking the Commission
for its “timely help,” the Swiss Suffrage Association's treasure wrote, “I feel confident that your
generous gift will enable our movement to make new progress.” The International Woman Suffrage
Alliance's treasure went on record with enthusiastic thanks to the Commission “for backing us up
once more so generously.” The French Union for Votes for Women testified to its “deepest gratitude
for the inestimable help” the Commission had given. The Japanese suffragists were moved by the
gifts of the Commission to make ready for “a real telling push at the most necessary moment in
our movement.” The Hungarian Feminist Association testified to its gratitude for the Commission's
generosity to it and for “the motherly care with which you come to our aid when you know us in
need.” From Madras, India, the Women's Indian Association wrote through its general secretary to
express its thanks for what the Commission had done for the cause of woman suffrage in India.

The League of Women Voters, organized by the National American Woman Suffrage Association, and
agreeing 83 to take up some of its unfinished tasks, received from time to time, $47,100.27.

The next step was to prepare the records of woman suffrage for reference by posterity. In 1880
Susan B. Anthony had received a bequest and had caused to be written three volumes of the History
of Woman Suffrage. In 1990 she had gathered contributions and engaged Ida Husted Harper,
giving her office space and equipment within her own home, to prepare Volume IV. Mrs. Harper
was engaged by the Commission to write the next and last volume. That volume swelled into two
volumes and there was more material from which to draw the contents of those two volumes than
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had been available for all the others put together. The printing was paid for and these volumes
mostly distributed free to libraries all over the world. There is not a great nation which does not have
at least one of them in its chief library.

The Leslie Commission voted to purchase and to distribute to libraries one thousand copies of
“Woman Suffrage and Politics,” which had been compiled by Mrs. Catt and Mrs. Shuler and which
represented an important phase of the suffrage campaign.

A little booklet on the “History of Woman Suffrage” was reprinted and contributed to several
headquarters with the request that it be handed to inquirers.

Old suffrage journals of long ago, such as the “Revolution” printed in 1870, the “Woman's Advocate,”
and several others, were purchased or received as gifts, bound properly, and placed in libraries, and
many cases of carefully filed woman suffrage material were deposited in state and national libraries.

84

With its work thus completed, its money mostly spent, the Leslie Woman Suffrage Commission came
to dissolution with a sense that its complete duty had been performed.

85

CONCERNING DISBURSEMENTS

The executors charged Mrs. Catt in their final accounting with the sum of $977,875.02 and for this
amount she receipted to them at the appraised valuation as per the following statement:

Feb. 1, 1917 Bond and Interest thereon $363,667.42 ” 6, ” Cash 136,332.58 $500,000.00 ”
” ” Jewelry 34,785.00 Aug. 1, ” Cash 101,084.25 Oct. 10, ” ” 75,000.00 ” 15, ” Real Estate,
Mortgages, Interest 213,895.54 Jan. 6, 1922 Cash 15,000.00 Sept. 8, ” Final Payment Cash
$28,110.23 Assignment, Villiverdi Trust 10,000.00 38,110.23 Amount received from executors at
the appraised valuation $977,875.02

It was a bedazzled day when, on February 6, 1917, he Leslie jewelry was brought to suffrage
headquarters. From 86 tarnished white silver settings, turned black by long storage in a bank vault,
emeralds and rubies, diamonds and pearls flashed forth the appraised value of thirty-four thousand
seven hundred and eighty-five dollars. As Mrs. Catt called in the staff to gaze upon the unwonted
sight, she exclaimed: “I may have to retire from suffrage work and become a salesman of real estate
and diamonds.” After several interviews the jewels were sold to the concern that had appraised
them. They were unwilling, however, to accept as a purchase price the appraised valuation, and the
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loss on the sale of the jewels was $3,498.35. The check from the purchaser, together with the bonds
and cash received from the Executors, was transferred to the Commission at its first meeting.

The Executors sold the best of the real estate turned over to Mrs. Catt the residue, which consisted
mostly of houses very much our of date and of repair. An able woman devoted nearly all her time
for six months to the business involved in holding and disposing of it. The process of converting this
property into cash netted a loss of $72,397.20 from the total of $213,895.54, for which Mrs. Catt had
receipted to the executors.

When the losses on the sale of jewels and of real estate are subtracted from the amount receipted
for to the executors, the actual value of the legacy becomes $901,979.47 and this was the amount
the Leslie Woman Suffrage Commission received.

The income accruing from interest and dividends from the date of the first receipts until dissolution
was $170,759.31, which was increased to $173,672.15 by small items resulting from the sale of books
and literature, and this 87 amount, added to the actual sum received by the Commission, swelled the
total to $1,075,651.62

There were still other subtractions to be made before the exact amount available for suffrage work
could be determined. The net loss on sales of securities received during the twelve years of the life
of the Commission was $19,455.84. The Commission assumed the legal obligations contracted for
by Mrs. Catt during the eight years of litigation, $121,433.88 of which paid in fees and expenses for
legal aid in defending her rights in the Leslie estate. The fees and expenses for incorporating the
Commission were $533.02 and for dissolving it were $500.00. When these subtractions are made,
the sum of $933,728.88 stands out as actually available for suffrage work. The exact amount that
had been expended for suffrage work by the Commission at the date of dissolution, September 30,
1929, was $904,240.82, leaving a residue of $29,488.06.

At the last meeting of the Leslie Woman Suffrage Commission, July 17, 1929, it was unanimously
voted that whatever funds might be left in the treasury at the date of dissolution should pass into
the custody of the Leslie Continuing Committee, composed of Mrs. F. Louis Slade, Chairman; Mrs.
Thomas B. Wells, Treasurer; Mrs. Mabel Russell, Secretary; and Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt, Honorary
Member, with the instruction to continue the policies of the Leslie Commission and to expend the
residue from time to time in aid of suffrage emergencies.

When the legal fees in defense of rights in the Leslie estate, $121,433.89, the fees and expense for
incorporating the Commission, $533.02, and for dissolving it, $500, and the loss on sale of securities,
$19,455.84—a total of 88 $141,922.74— are added to the $904, 240.82 expended for suffrage work,
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the sum of $1,046,163.56, given by the auditor as total disbursements, is produced. The itemization
of the amount spent in behalf of suffrage follows. The auditor's report is appended at the end.

89

STATEMENT OF DISBURSEMENTS

Disbursements to aid woman suffrage activities in the United States.

The Bureau of Suffrage Education March 29, 1917, to Sept. 30, 1929 $283,398.60 Rent of
Suffrage House in Washington and Congressional Committee Expenses 16,416.96 Contributions
to State referenda and ratification campaigns and to the National American Woman Suffrage
Ass'n 80,691.23 Legal fees for defense against contests of ratification 4,100.00 $384,606.79
Contributions to Foreign Lands— International Woman Suffrage Alliance $59,697.75 France
20,500.00 Switzerland 8,000.00 Japan 7,000.00 India 3,500.00 Hungary 2,340.00 Italy 1,000.00
South Africa 1,000.00 Montreal, Canada 1,000.00 90 Belgium 500.00 Newfoundland 500.00
South and Central American countries and Pan American conventions 11,143.22 $116,180.97
Miscellaneous— The League of Woman Voters 47,100.27 Memorial to Elizabeth Cady Stanton
500.00 Books to Japanese Women's Library 16.50 Histories of Woman Suffrage— “History
of Woman Suffrage,” by Ida Husted Harper. Compilation, Printing and Distribution 34,302.67
“Woman Suffrage & Politics,” by Mrs. Catt and Mrs. Shuler. Purchase and Distribution of 1,000
copies 1,975.73 “Brief History of Woman Suffrage” 80.00 36,358.40 History of Leslie Woman
Suffrage Commission— Compilation, Printing and Distribution 2,675.00 Traveling Expenses,

members of Leslie Woman Suffrage Commission to Board Meetings* 3,923.41 Maintenance of
Headquarters after ratification was completed 64,191.48 Loss on sale of stock of the Woman
Citizen Corporation 248,688.00 $904,240.82
* Contributions to The Woman Citizen until the close of the woman suffrage campaign were set
down as part of the expense of maintenance of the Bureau of Suffrage Education; after that
date stock was received in exchange for contributions made and upon dissolution of the Leslie
Woman Suffrage Commission this stock was sold for a small sum to four women responsible for
the future of the magazine.
91

LESLIE WOMAN SUFFRAGE COMMISSION, INC.

STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSES March 29, 1917, to September 30, 1929
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Income: Estate of Mrs. Frank Leslie $901,979.47 Interest and Dividends 170,759.31 Sale
of Booklets 2,779.45 Miscellaneous 133.39 Total Income $1,075,651.62 Expenses: Office
Maintenance: Salaries $103,431.68 Rent 39,443.41 Office Supplies 4,389.29 Furniture and
Office Equipment Expense 3,006.96 Telephone and Telegraph 2,672.35 Postage 2,261.12
Cleaning of Office 1,264.00 Insurance 234.27 Sundry Expenses 9,137.78 $165,840.86 92
Campaign Propaganda and Education: The Woman Citizen Corporation $155,264.34 Literature
5,853.03 161,117.37 Publicity: Cuts and Photographs $3,165.72 Plate Service 7,879.80 News
Service 3,349.55 14,395.07 Research Department: Newspapers and Magazines $5,265.36
Bulletins 540.39 Data 431.03 6,236.78 Books: “History of Woman Suffrage.” Compilation,
printing and distribution costs 34,302.67 “Woman Suffrage and Politics.” Purchase of 1,000
copies and distribution costs 1,975.73 “Brief History of Woman Suffrage.” Printing costs 80.00
“History of the Leslie Woman Suffrage Commission.” Compilation and printing costs 2,675.00
39,033.40 93 Contributions: International Woman Suffrage Alliance and Foreign Suffrage
Organizations $105,037.75 South and Central America Work 11,143.22 National America
Woman Suffrage Association and State referenda and ratification campaigns 80,691.23 League
of Women Voters 47,100.27 Book Memorial to Elizabeth Stanton 500.00 Japanese Women's
Library 16.50 244,488.97 Legal Expenses: In defense of rights in the Estate of Mrs. Frank
Leslie $121,433.88 In defense of ratification of the Federal Woman Suffrage Amendment
4,100.00 Organization Fees 533.02 Dissolution Fees 500.00 126,566.90 Congressional
Committee 16,416.96 Traveling Expenses of Board of Directors 3,923.41 94 Net Loss on sale of
Securities: Bonds $19,455.84 “The Woman Citizen Corporation” stock 248,688.00 268,143.84
Total Expenses 1,046,163.56 Excess of Income over Expenses for the period $29,488.06
Represented by the transfer of the following assets to the Leslie Continuing Committee: Cash
$6,238.06 Bonds—book value 23,250.00 $29,488.06

We certify that the above Statement of Income and Expenses has been prepared from the audit
reports of Messrs. Barrow, Wade, Guthrie & Company from March 29, 1917, to December 31, 1921,
and our audit reports from January 1,1922, to September 30, 1929, and in our opinion properly sets
forth such Income and Expenses for the period.

(Signed) LOOMIS, SUFFERN & FERNALD, Certified Public Accountants.

Sep. 30, 1929.
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